as it is by related public policies, is capable of and II), whereas only 23 percent of the nonproducing socially acceptable outcomes in alurban, non-federally owned land in the United locating land between agricultural and nonStates is prime land. A recently completed study agricultural uses is, at least in part, a normative of land conversion in the Greenville-Spartanburg question that hinges on one's perceptions about (S.C.) SMSA found that urban land uses were what is socially acceptable. The rigorous, quannot random with respect to the agricultural qualtitative analysis that is the dominant methodologity of the land, and that almost 23 percent of the ical approach of contemporary agricultural ecoprime lands had been converted to urban uses, nomics does not lend itself readily to dealing with while only about 13 percent of the non-prime questions of values, traditions, and national lands had so been converted (Cousins, p. 66 ). character, all of which are inextricably interFurthermore, after studying future land-use mixed in the debate over agricultural lands proplans (some of which contained as an objective tection policy. What is called for is a broader, reductions in the rate of agricultural land convereven if less rigorous, approach. Our purpose in sion), Cousins found that there was a positive this paper is to examine questions related to agrelationship between land targeted for future dericultural lands retention policy from an invelopment and prime agricultural lands. A little stitutionalist perspective, on the premise that it is more than 12 percent of the remaining 753 ideology, not economics, that is at the root of the thousand acres of undeveloped land in Greenville agricultural lands protection movement, and Pickens counties, South Carolina, is classified as prime land, whereas 18 percent of the 302 thousand acres marked for future development CROPLAND NEEDS AND AGRICULTURAL by the planning commissions of the two counties LANDS PROTECTION falls into the prime land category (Cousins, . It is perhaps to be expected that the foundation
The problem is not that there is any great for discussion by agricultural economists of the likelihood of an absolute shortage of agricultural agricultural lands retention question has been land in the foreseeable future. Rather, it is that projections of the nation's future cropland needs.
some of the better land will be converted to Several sets of such projections have been batted non-agricultural uses, forcing up production costs around in the literature (Crosson; Dideriksen et and consumer prices, while increasing erosion al.; Heady and Timmons; Plaut). It is acknowland other environmental costs. Existing market edged that all these projections rest on some institutions are adequate to handle the allocation rather shaky baseline data. In addition, any atof land between agricultural and non-agricultural tempt to forecast future cropland needs is, uses, and the outcomes of those market decisions necessarily, greatly affected by underlying sets may be quite advantageous to agricultural landof assumptions relative to future demand, proowners. But if outcomes of the existing markets ductivity, and yields. One can fairly characterize involve significantly higher relative food prices, the most commonly cited projections as ambiguthese outcomes could have serious undesirable ous. However, the most recent contribution to social and political ramifications that it is not enthe literature, a short note by Plaut, concludes tirely irrational to seek to avoid. that the United States is likely to need additional But not all efforts being directed toward agcropland by 2000 beyond that used in 1977 only ricultural land preservation are motivated by if: (a) demand grows at rates in excess of 2 perconcerns about the possibility of inadequate food cent per year; (b) productivity grows at rates supplies, high food prices, and associated social equal to, or less than, 1 percent per year; (c) and political turmoil. The land protection issue is yields stay level; and (d) the inflation rate is, by not of a single piece of cloth; some of the best contemporary standards, relatively low (not and most universally felt reasons for protection much greater than 8 percent per year). Under the have little to do with real food prices and producmost pessimistic assumptions, Plaut concludes tion efficiency in the nation as a whole. Some that the nation may require as much as a 37-concerns are wholly local, and attempts at rapercent increase over 1977 cropland acreage by tional analysis are thus confounded by differ-2000. Under more optimistic assumptions, he ences in accounting stance (local, regional, naconcludes that cropland requirements in 2000 tional, and world). Finally, the supporters of will be somewhat less than in 1977.
extra-market control of land use are often strange While the ambiguity in the projections of fubedfellows, ranging from commercial farmers ture U.S. cropland needs exists, there is mountand their supporters in government and the aging evidence that the highest quality agricultural ribusiness sector, to urban consumers and recreland is being converted to non-agricultural uses ationists, to those who long for a simpler, more faster than all agricultural land. The Potential "natural" way of life in subsistence farming. Cropland Study (Dideriksen, et al.) states that
After the most important of the diverse reaabout 36 percent of the agricultural land lost to sons for agricultural land preservation are preurban uses was so-called "prime" land (Class I sented, the issue will be cast in an institutional framework incorporating a national identity supply stores, machinery dealerships, and for based upon the yeoman farmer and his rural habiother firms providing marketing and processing tat. Some preliminary research results and sugservices. The average cost of serving farmers degestions for further institutional research are ofcreases as the volume of goods and services profered. This is followed by a discussion of some of duced by these firms increases creating spillthe political forces thought to be operating, with overs of benefits to farmers (Derr, et al.) . If the some suggestions of possible consequences for average costs of services increase or if the serthe southern region.
vice industries begin to go out of business, negative externalities are created; that is, community employment and income are affected, and the REASONS FOR AGRICULTURAL LAND remaining farmers find themselves facing higher PRESERVATION average costs and less able to maintain their levels of production. As such external effects are Any elaboration of the diverse motivations for set in motion, there is no reason to assume that agricultural land preservation in a few paraland and other inputs will move into socially graphs must necessarily suffer from generalizahigher uses, even though they are bid away from tion and incompleteness, but perhaps some disagriculture. It is argued then that market failure cussion will shed light on the incongruity of the may exist, and it may be in the interest of the issue. First of all, may we put aside the obvious local community to preserve agricultural land concern for adequate food supplies for the without concern for national food supply. United States and her trading partners? .This, most of us can agree, is a legitimate question with Maintaining Local Supply an empirical answer. Other commonly encountered reasons for land retention programs are at Undoubtedly it has been efficient to produce least somewhat unrelated to the central issue and some food items near metropolitan areas: milk, less consistently argued. The following is not an eggs, and fresh vegetables are examples. Since exhaustive list. Land retention (a) protects agthe time of Von Thunen, and perhaps before, it riculture as an important local industry; (b) mainhas been recognized that producers of such items tains local food supplies or self-sufficiency in the are more able to pay the higher rents associated production of certain food items; (c) provides with proximity to markets than are producers of dispersion of food production, which can serve grains and livestock, who choose more distant to prevent national food shortages resulting from locations with lower land rents. This is not to say localized weather conditions or insect or disease that these items must be produced nearby, howinfestations; (d) protects and guarantees the ever, and as land values increase, they are production of one or more commodities of which pushed to more distant areas unless consumers the locality is an important supplier due to speare able to identify the local products and are cialized soils or climate; (e) provides open space, willing to pay higher prices to insure their conrecreation, wildlife habitat, air and water retinued supply. charge capacity, and aesthetics; and (f) promotes Perhaps the real fear is that unless food is proorderly growth of urban areas. duced locally, it may not be available at all in an emergency, such as a generalized food shortage Protecting Local Agricultural Industry or an extended transport strike (Corty, p. 128) . Even if such events were to occur in some Some concern about prime land preservation localities of the United States, it seems unlikely gets its impetus from "areas of critical local conthat the varieties and quantities of foods decern." Some lands may be so classified even manded could be produced in all localities. Inthough the commodities they produce may be deed, locally produced foods already may have available in many localities; this is a result of been consumed or exported before the emerfears that agriculture could be pushed out algency. Perhaps it would be more efficient for together, producing a negative net effect on local areas at the end of the distribution lines to employment or a poor "industrial balance." stockpile food supplies against such emergencies While the loss of some farmland to urban dethan to disrupt markets and redistribute property velopment is not a critical local issue, the loss of rights in the name of self-sufficiency. a large part of the agricultural industry of an area With the exception of milk production, which may be important. In some communities, farmis operated very much like a state or regional ing, together with the agricultural supply and public utility, there is no guarantee that locally processing industries that support farmers, may produced food will be consumed locally. It is account for sizable percentages of local employeasy to underestimate the national nature of the ment and income. A critical mass of farm producmarkets for food in the United States. So far as tion is required to sustain this agricultural infrathe cost to consumers is concerned, with the exstructure. Economies of size are important in the ception of Alaska and Hawaii, there is no clear operation of feed mills, fertilizer blending plants, relationship between dependence on out-of-state production and retail food price levels for a wide Open Space, Recreation, Aesthetics, Etc. variety of farm products (Peterson and Yampolsky, p. 10) .
These environmental aspects of land-use preservation probably account for most of the emotional appeal of the subject. Open space, recreDispersion of Food Production ation, wildlife habitat, air and water recharge, and a host of aesthetic, nostalgic, and bucolic A better argument for continuance of food emotions may be more instrumental in selling production in many localities relates to a strategy land preservation than all economic-efficiency of dispersion (Mundy; Peterson and Yampolsky) .
and legal-constitutional aspects of land use and Dispersion can prevent national food shortages concern for adequate food supplies combined. caused by localized freeze-outs, droughts, disAgricultural economists have tended to give ease and insect infestations, and other natural short shrift to these arguments because the emohazards. But, the logic of this argument depends tional calculus is difficult to quantify, and the upon a national accounting stance; that is while it spokesmen for these concerns seem concerned may be profitable for Texas farmers to produce neither with equity (in the property rights sense) wheat when Nebraska farmers lose their wheat nor with economic efficiency. For example, to grasshoppers, it is hardly Texas' responsibility those who would not allow farmland owners to to cover such a shortage. It is unrealistic to exconvert to any other use are sometimes the same pect particular localities to incur substantial as those who argue that monoculture, farm encosts for the benefit of national consumers. The largement, pesticide use, and other scalebenefits of dispersion, however great, are naincreasing cost-reducing practices should be curtional and international in scope and can be extailed. pected to get but scant support at the local level
The agricultural economist also finds other unless compensation is forthcoming.
areas of inconsistency in the arguments of these groups. Farms usually are not available for recreational use. Farming does not always contribSpecialized Soil or Climate ute to clean water, clean air, and an attractive environment; witness the regulations applied to Often farmlands are presumed to be of critical soil runoff, pesticide use, manure disposal, and local concern because they compose a large part so on, which often are necessary and which of the national production capability of certain sometimes contribute to a farmer's desire to discommodities and also happen to be in areas of continue production and sell out. Sometimes the concentrated population pressure. If the comcoexistence of farm and non-farm neighbors modities they produce are important to domestic takes on the nature of an uneasy truce that lasts consumers or in export competition, the loss of only so long as the farmer confines his cattle and the farmlands to non-farm uses might bring about he does not create too much noise or dust, and shortages at home and abroad. Some examples his suburban neighbors refrain from unauthoare farmlands of the coastal and Great Lakes rized harvest of his berries and corn. areas that produce citrus, berries, tree fruits, These environmental and related issues often truck crops, and so forth.
relate to open space and woodland in general. Peterson and Yampolsky state that soil and Most such amenities can be provided as well, and climatic advantages normally could be expected perhaps better, by many kinds of non-prime "to be reflected in the price offered for farmland farmland, forestland, rangeland, swamps, ridges, (for example, highly specialized California vineand parklands. It is not necessary to cloud the yards have been able to withstand competition prime agricultural land debate with arguments from urban expansion because of the greater that have little relationship to our continued abilprofitability of the land from agricultural use)." ity to produce food and other farm goods. (p. 11) But this example by no means represents the general case. The national interest in sustainOrderly Growth ing a variety of agricultural products may not always be reflected in the local land market. Again, It is often argued that preventing development we have the question of accounting stance; the of farmlands promotes orderly growth by stopnation's consumers would certainly appreciate ping surburban sprawl and leapfrog developsubsidization of the citrus industry by taxpayers ment. So far as the restricted area is concerned, of California, Texas, and Florida, but our apprethis must be correct. But the problem may be ciation may have to be accompanied by higher exacerbated if the sprawl simply skips over reprices for oranges. While citrus belt taxpayers stricted parcels and then resumes. The cost of may be willing to support critical local jobs and providing services (water, electricity, etc.) will local economic base, it would be understandable be higher, and congested highways, commercial if they are reluctant to support consumption in development, and all the ugly aspects of sprawl the rest of the nation.
may be extended for even greater distances around urban communities as a consequence of tribute (Madden and Brewster). The central the existence of the land preservation areas. On character in the Jeffersonian agrarian myth is the the other hand, the zoning of preservation areas hardy, independent yeoman farmer as the symmay prevent the "ripening" phase of speculative bol of the archetypical American of a simpler, ownership change in which land is neither being more secure time in our national history. The farmed intensively nor being developed for long yeoman farmer is an important symbol in other periods of time.
national myths as well. Indeed, he is the bridge between a number of our myths, two of which we will discuss here.
AGRICULTURAL LANDS AND NATIONAL
The first of these other myths we shall call the IDENTITY Myth of the New Adam. It is the myth that America is outside the stream of history and free All of the preceding reasons for agricultural to work out her own peculiar destiny, unconland preservation, though frequently voiced, strained by the ancient traditions and institutions may in fact be only poorly expressed or codified that guided society and culture in the Old World. expressions of a larger overarching value. This Again, the yeoman farmer appears as the archerelates to our perceptions of our nation and of typical American. He is not a peasant of the ourselves as a part of a national identity having European mold; he is an independent man, and if its roots in the soil.
he is not wealthy, neither is he poor. He is GodAgricultural production costs and environfearing, patriotic, and self-reliant, and he has mental concerns are familiar materials to agriculproven that when defending his homeland, he is tural and natural resource economists. Yet, even more than the equal of the best-trained profeswhen interpreted in the most favorable light and sional soldiers which the masters of the Old examined both from the national and local World can send against him (Ward) . Nathaniel perspectives, they are insufficient to explain the Hawthorne called him "the New Adam" and like growing national interest in protecting agriculhis namesake before the fall, he is innocent and tural lands. One must seek deeper, often overpure, with unlimited potential (Lewis, p. 28) . looked, aspects of our national character and But how is that potential to be used? America traditions to see how agricultural lands retention is free from the rules of history and represents a questions are tied to our basic social values and new beginning for mankind, but a new beginning our national identity. In attempting such a for what? The yeoman farmer as a symbol is also search, one is forced to borrow extensively not important in answering that question. only the methods, but also the materials of huCrevecoeur, the French cartographer who, manistic studies, when attempting to examine the after the French and Indian War, settled on a role of myth and symbol in American culture.
farm in the Hudson Valley, probably best sumAgricultural economists who pride themselves marized the meaning behind the yeoman farmer on being scientific positivists may look askance symbol in a famous letter to a European correat the use of myths in their discipline. After all, spondent significantly entitled, "What is an most myths are false, and all are scientifically American?" He writes: unverifiable. It is easy to relegate them to the province of ignorance. Yet other social scientists "Here are no aristocratic families . . . no do not so quickly dismiss the importance of kings .. . no ecclesiastical dominion, no myths to the understanding of even advanced, invisible power giving to a few a very visirationalistic societies. Gotesky, an anthropoloble one . .. The rich and the poor are not gist, claims: so far removed from each other as they are in Europe. Some few towns excepted, we "Every culture will create and value its are all tillers of the earth . . . . We are a own myths, not because it may not be able people of cultivators . . . . We have no to distinguish between truth and falsity, but princes, for whom we toil, starve, and because their function is to maintain and bleed; we are the most perfect society now preserve a culture against disruption and existing in the world" (Crevecoeur) . destruction. They serve to keep men going against defeat, frustration, disappointment;
If perfection defines the end, then it is clear and they preserve institutions and instituthat the end of America in the myth Crevecoeur tional processes." (Gotesky, p. 530) .
articulates is an equalitarian society. That equality does not have to be exact, particularly regardPartly as a result of the work of John Brewster, ing material possessions, for random inequalities agricultural economists who have worked in the in natural talents cause some to rise above the policy area are aware of the importance of the general level and some to fall below. But the old Protestant work ethic and the Jeffersonian agrarinequalities arising from circumstances of birth ian myth in shaping the national values toward and the concentration of land in the hands of a which American farm policy is expected to conpowerful few are to be put into the past in America; they belonged to Europe, not America.
The Jeffersonian agrarian myth, the Myth of The distribution of natural talents being, in the the New Adam, and the Myth of the Garden are aggregate, relatively narrow, so too, the eighnot the only American myths. There are others, teenth century dreamers believed that the resultsome of which are inconsistent with these. Yet ing distance between the rich and the poor would these three define who we are and what we stand not be great. More important, everyone would for as a people. They show up in our folk songs, have equal power, equal respect in the society.
in calendar art, and in political rhetoric. They are The yeoman farmer as the New Adam became a ahistorical in that the idealized yeoman farmer symbol for the quest of America to build a socinever existed as the myths depicted him. Yet the ety in which no privileged few would have the myths persist, as does the symbol of the yeoman power over the many.
farmer. He is the mythical emblem of the essenAs we have noted, there is another myth, one tial strength of our culture, as much as a symbol referred to by Henry Nash Smith as "The Myth of the nation as is the flag or the bald eagle. Agof the Garden" (Smith) . It, too, is an agricultural ricultural land is the habitat of the yeoman myth for which the symbolism of the yeoman farmer, and to allow that land to be devoured by farmer as a New Adam has special significance.
the urban-industrial nation we have become, The myth surfaced in a variety of places. The would be analogous to allowing the bald eagle to Reverend James Smith, a Methodist minister become extinct through destruction of its habitat. from Virginia who settled at South Lebanon, Ohio, wrote in his journal in 1797:
THE COSTS OF AGRICULTURAL LANDS "O, what a country will this be at a future PRESERVATION day! What a field of delights! What a garden of If, as current data suggest, prime agricultural spices!" (Morrow, p. 396) lands are preferred over non-prime lands for non-agricultural uses, we can assume that prime The beauty and wonder of the new continent collands either are less costly to develop and/or betors the pages of the Leatherstocking novels of ter situated relative to markets than non-prime James Fenimore Cooper and is romantically lands. Since any successful program to preserve idealized in the grandiloquent landscapes of the prime agricultural lands must, necessarily, leave Hudson River School artists-Cole, Church, less such land available for residential, commerMoran, and Bierstadt-and of the American cial, industrial, and transportation uses, it is luminists-Lane, Heade, and Kennsett. It was a likely to affect production costs of these nonland both awesomely beautiful in its raw wildagricultural uses. Ziemitz notes some additional ness and rich in its agricultural productivity, a costs to non-agricultural users: (a) higher sitenew Garden of Eden to be a fit home for a New preparation and construction costs associated Adam. That agricultural richness, indeed, was with building on steeply sloping, poorly drained, part of the beauty. Crevecoeur again: "Here naor possibly heavily wooded sites; and (b) higher ture opens her broad lap to receive the perpetual communication and transportation costs, includaccession of newcomers, and to supply them ing higher energy usage (Ziemitz, p. 47). While with food. .... The spectacle afforded by these higher-density land use could be a result of propleasing scenes must be more entertaining, and tecting prime agricultural lands (including as a more philosophical than that which arises from side effect less energy consumption) and longer beholding the misty ruins of Rome" (Crevelines of transportation could thus be avoided, incoeur). And in recounting his first thoughts upon creases in site-preparation and construction seeing the Ohio River, he writes: "My imaginacosts would be a likely result of any effective tion involuntarily leaped into futurity. .... I saw program to protect prime agricultural lands. those beautiful shores ornamented with decent
In the Greenville-Spartanburg, S.C. SMSA houses, covered with harvest, and well cultistudy metioned earlier, Cousins attempts to esvated fields" (Crevecoeur) . In our cynical times, timate the costs of resorting to second-best init may be easy to dismiss such outpourings as dustrial sites. Using estimates provided by conravings of an unusually literate romantic. Yet one sulting engineering firms, Cousins concludes that should do well to not dismiss them too hastily, the added site-preparation costs for industrial because the myth finds a modern outlet in one of plants would run between $9,600 and $16,000 per our most popular patriotic songs when we, rural acre in the Carolina Piedmont. If the industries in and urban Americans alike, unselfconsciously Greenville County, S.C., presently located on sing:
prime agricultural lands had been forced to locate on non-prime lands, the added costs in 1980 dol-O beautiful for spacious skies, lars would have been between 4.6 and 7.7 million For amber waves of grain, dollars (Cousins) . For purple mountain majesties Cousins' estimates are average, not marginal, Above the fruited plain.
costs, and he does not purport to tell us how the marginal site-preparation costs would change as in selling it off to developers. If the more optimisthe amount of prime land protected varies. In tic forecasts of future cropland needs prove coraddition, his numbers are site specific. Average rect, holders of non-prime lands may not experisite-preparation costs would likely differ ence much appreciation in the value of their holdthroughout the country as terrain and construcings. But if the more pessimistic forecasts are tion labor costs differ. Cousins did not estimate correct, continued removal of prime land from added site-preparation costs associated with resagricultural uses would perhaps serve to cause idential, commercial, and transportation uses of the agricultural value of non-prime lands to inprime versus non-prime lands. However, to our crease. In either event, the holders of non-prime knowledge, his are the only figures we have on lands have little or nothing to gain from prime what the opportunity costs of preserving prime lands protection, and, possibly, quite a bit to agricultural lands might be, and if they are at all lose. On balance, therefore, it would seem that indicative of such costs, they suggest to us that landowners, and especially owners of prime the price tag on protecting prime lands will not be lands, have important potential opportunities for low. Indeed, the agricultural use-value, estimajor gains in wealth if the status quo in the land mated by discounting present net farm income, in market is maintained, and important potential perpetuity, of all the prime lands in Greenville opportunities that would be lost, or at least put at County now occupied by industrial plants is only risk, if that status quo is altered. about 8 percent of the minimum added siteOn the other hand, one asks: Who stands to preparation costs that would have been forced benefit from effective prime lands retention proupon the industries if they had been required to grams? That question is harder to answer beresort to non-prime sites. Before the nation or cause most of the benefits are non-pecuniary in any locality embarks upon an extensive agriculnature and therefore non-quantifiable. If the pestural lands preservation program, agricultural simistic forecasts of future cropland needs are economists would seem to have an obligation to correct, failure to establish an effective prime determine what the opportunity costs are likely lands preservation program probably will lead to to be and make certain that the decision makers significantly higher prices for at least some agcan gauge just how much prime land they can ricultural products. If preservation programs can afford to protect. forestall higher food prices, consumers could benefit. Yet, as we have noted, prime agricultural lands protection must be bought at a price in THE POLITICS OF DISTRIBUTION higher costs for residential housing, manufactured goods, and so on, not to mention costs to Of course, it is one thing to estimate the costs the taxpayers for retention program operations. of prime agricultural lands preservation and note Low-income families who spend more for food that they are likely to be relatively high; it is and less for housing and manufactured goods another to deal with who will pay and who will than middle-and upper-income families likely gain from preservation programs. Curiously, the would receive net benefits, because an effective growing body of literature on agricultural lands agricultural lands retention program would be a preservation virtually ignores the effects of pubsubsidy on food. Yet if the optimistic forecasts of lic policy to protect prime lands on income or national cropland needs are correct, the net efwealth distribution. Yet distributional ramificafect on consumers of all socioeconomic levels is tions are extremely important in understanding likely to be negative, and the only positive benethe politics of the movement, and, in the end, will fits would be visual amenities-open space, dictate the type of policy that emerges. If we may heritage preservation, and so forth. be allowed to borrow a methodological stratagem It seems unlikely that consumers can be confrom orthodox economics and drastically simvinced on rationalistic arguments that the redisplify reality, however, we may be able to contributive effects of prime lands protection prostruct an institutional model of the politics of disgrams benefit them sufficiently to justify political tribution relative to the prime lands retention activism. On the other hand, the prime lands requestion, remaining conscious of the dangers of tention issue goes to the very heart of the histori-"conservative reinforcement" endemic to ecocal concern of conservatives-protection of the nomic analysis generally (Randall, pp. 150, 151) .
status quo in property rights-and landowners First, we might ask who stands to benefit from have strong incentives to fight prime lands procontinuation of the status quo, that is, from contection programs. Since landowners possess the tinued reliance upon existing market institutions influence that wealth can buy, a superficial for the allocation of land between agricultural examination suggests that any future prime lands and non-agricultural uses. The most obvious bepreservation program is likely to be a nominal, neficiaries are landowners, especially the owners rather ineffective effort. of prime agricultural lands. Such prime land But superficial examination ignores the growth being highly desirable for non-agricultural uses, of public interest in prime agricultural lands proits owners stand to receive relatively high prices tection and the symbolic importance of the yeoman farmer. There is a substantial corps of ing for bygone conditions and simpler times. If politically sophisticated activists who have the the time is still early from an economic perspecability to manipulate the prime agricultural lands tive to worry about urban encroachment upon preservation movement for their own ends, and agricultural lands, the time is ripe when one takes who also have strong incentives to form a coaliinto account the recent tensions in the national tion to support prime agricultural lands protecpsyche. If those who support national legislation tion legislation. Among these are environmentalto protect prime agricultural lands continue to ists concerned with the protection of open display the subtle political skills that they have spaces, visual amenities, and so on, and the budemonstrated to date, the potential for major reaucrats who have vested interests in the federal initiatives before the mid 1980s appears to growth of government. A third group is made up be rather great. of those who, in eighteenth-century terminology, might be called "levelers," and who, today, are usually grouped under the rubric of left-wing in-IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOUTH tellectuals. The members of this third group share in common a basic instinct toward seeking, When one begins to look at the implications for either gradually or abruptly, a redistribution of the South of the agricultural lands preservation wealth and power in favor of those groups in the movement, a situation becomes evident that society now lacking wealth and power. As noted would seem to increase the likelihood of intense earlier, the "leveler" instinct is strongly embedpressure for national legislation to protect prime ded in the American character, as manifested by lands. In short, that situation arises from the the association between the symbolism of the general shift of economic activities from the yeoman farmer and equalitarianism. Aside from Northeast and Great Lakes states toward the its appeal to their romantic natures and their so-called Sun Belt. Already there have been a idealist dreams of the New World Eden, and number of attempts to place barriers in the way aside from a perverseness that causes them to of this shift, including state and proposed federal ally themselves with almost anyone who suplegislation limiting the ability of industrial firms ports something that conservatives oppose, the to move plants to new locations (McKenzie). "levelers" seem to see in the prime agricultural Some argue that the anti-pollution legislation of lands preservation movement an opportunity to the late 1960s and early 1970s received considerdisperse power, if not pecuniary wealth, more able support from groups with no special interequally throughout the society, thus a way to use ests in the environment, because they saw an the movement to move closer to an ideological opportunity to manipulate the regulations so as objective. There is some evidence that a coalition to strengthen the comparative advantages of the embracing these three groups (environmentalold industrial areas at the expense of the Sun Belt ists, bureaucrats, and levelers) is already in its (Hite, et al., . That same possibility embryonic stages.
would seem to exist relative to national agriculWithout a strong pocketbook appeal can such tural lands protection programs, providing an ina coalition of voters facing determined, wellcentive for organized labor and Frost Belt politifinanced, conservative opposition succeed? If by cians to enter the coalition supporting national success, one means protection of 100 percent of legislation. the nation's prime lands without compensatory To understand why national agricultural lands payments to landowners for development rights, protection programs might have a negative effect the answer is probably not. But the symbolic imon the future economic growth of the South, it is portance of agricultural lands to American idennecessary to review some statistics. According tity and character is a strong emotional force to data compiled for the National Agricultural that, if deftly managed, could enable the proLands Study, the South' contains about 34 perretention coalition to compel the conservatives cent of all non-federal lands in the United States to compromise. There is an opportunity to divide available for agricultural uses and about 25 perthe conservatives by a compromise that protects cent of all prime 2 agricultural lands in the counsome, but not all, prime lands, allowing land-
try. Yet about half of all lands, and about 38 perowners whose land is free to be converted to cent of all prime lands, in the U.S. that were non-agricultural uses to benefit from the artificonverted from agricultural to non-agricultural cially created scarcity of convertible prime lands.
uses in the period 1967 to 1977 were in the South Neither should we underestimate the tenor of the (Hildebaugh) . Consequently, the conversion times-confusion over national identity arising rates for both all and prime agricultural lands are from the Vietnam War, challenges to the Myth of about 1.5 times greater in the South than in the the New Adam and the Myth of the Garden from nation as a whole. These higher conversion rates the objective evidence of industrial pollution and should come as no surprise, given the relatively energy resource scarcity, and a nostalgic yearnmore rapid rates of population and economic ' Defined to include the states of Alabama. Arkansas. Florida,. Georgia. Kentucky, Louisiana, M\ississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas. and Virginia.
2Includes so-called "unique lands" in Florida.
growth in the South in recent years-growth tional identity, and the distribution of wealth and that, to some extent, has been the result of a political power within American society. Morefairly abundant supply of relatively cheap land in over, unequivocal statements about many of the region. 3 National programs that restrict inthese policy issues are risky because the policy dustrial and other types of economic growth to analyst must work under a cloud of uncertainty non-prime sites would significantly increase site regarding the nation's future cropland needs. preparation costs and tend to offset some of the
The transcendental values involved in the agSouth's advantages relative to inexpensive land.
ricultural lands protection question and the facIncomes continue to be lower in the South, partual uncertainty that clouds the issues explain ticularly in rural areas, than in the remainder of why we have placed so much emphasis upon the the nation, and continued economic growth role of myth and symbol. As Gregor Shebba through industrialization appears to be the best notes: hope for dealing with southern poverty. lands protection question, "conventional" ecoThe prime lands protection movement also pronomic analysis can play only a limited role in vides an opportunity for trade unions and enviresolving the matter. ronmentalists to work together, thus helping to Yet it does not follow that agricultural econoclose some of the breaches that have arisen in mists should not approach the issue. There are a recent years between those two groups. All in all, number of matters that have not been addressed the issue offers a number of opportunities for in this paper, such as the impact of the new reassembling the old coalition that traditionally energy situation on human settlement patterns has been the political power base of liberal Demand upon the demand for agricultural land, and ocrats at a time when that coalition is in need of the effect of prime lands protection programs on new issues that will reunite and re-invigorate it. the borrowing power of farmers. A great deal of Public choice theory suggests that few such opresearch, involving all the subdisciplines within portunities remain long unexploited.
agricultural economics, needs to be done in identifying the various policy options relative to SUMMARY prime lands protection and in evaluating the impacts of these options, both on efficiency and The purpose of this paper has been to place in distributional criteria. Given the relatively high a broad institutional perspective the major policy rates of conversion of agricultural lands in the issues related to protection of agricultural lands.
South and the potential negative impacts that naThe issues are far more complicated than they tional agricultural lands protection could have on first appear, transcending the usual concerns the region's growth potential, the need for rewith economic efficiency and touching such matsearch with a "southern accent" is particularly ters as environmental quality, regional and napressing.
It is interesting to note that the national trend, noted earlier in this paper, for prime lands to be converted at disproportionate rates relative to all agricultural lands does not appear to hold in the South. About 25 percent of all the non-federal lands in the South available for agricultural uses are prime lands, but only about 26 percent of the lands converted between 1967 and 1977 in the South were prime lands. Almost a quarter of all the land converted to non-agricultural uses and almost a third of all the prime lands so converted were in Florida, and well over half of all the lands converted in the South, and up to three-quarters of all the prime lands converted, were in the Atlantic coastal states from Virginia to Florida. It appears that the conversion rates are relatively low in those areas of the South known for high-quality agricultural land, possible because those areas folr historical reasons, tend to have concentration of blacks in the population and industry has shown some tendency to avoid sites in areas with heavy black population.
